What is TSCP?

TSCP MEANS BUSINESS

$3.2 billion in opportunities across
government procurements as
defense IT aligns to government
which translates to business.

TSCP MEANS INFLUENCE

After more than a decade of
building collaborative relationships
and engaging key government
entities in the US and Europe, TSCP
is heard where it counts.

TSCP MEANS ACTION

Engaging standards bodies and
demonstrating thought leadership.

TSCP MEANS INNOVATION
Our mission demands that we
stay a step ahead of technology
growth.

TSCP is the Transglobal Secure Collaboration Program, established in 2002.
TSCP is a non-profit 501(c)(6) technical trade association, which relies on
Government-Industry Partnership to accomplish managed Trust through
a federated Trust Framework. By starting with all the agreed governance
documents to address business, technical, legal and privacy issues, TSCP
continues to evolve the Trust Framework to expand its breadth and scope.
The use of our partnership to develop the expanded Trust Framework allows
TSCP to provide: 1) Scalable Trust to the Supply Chain at a manageable cost;
2) Pooling resources to accomplish specification development, validation in
a production and operational environments; 3) Sharing of lessons learned; 4)
Leveraged International Standards adding the framework to meet operational
needs; and ultimately, 5) a Cornerstone for cyber defense.
For TSCP members — IT system integrators, Aerospace and Defense, Critical
Infrastructure, Financial and Retail — this framework enables secure access to
other members’ sensitive data by creating a collaborative environment based
on scalable and efficient trust mechanisms. TSCP’s chain of trust includes
partnership with U.S. government entities and their prime contractors, their
allies and coalition partners.
The chain of trust extends to the defense supply chain. At any given time within
the defense global supply-chain there are hundreds of thousands of supplier
companies working on government contracts, representing roughly 3 to 4
million individuals. The defense supply chain will be able to leverage TSCP
specifications, capabilities and business processes as they develop their access
management solutions. As concerns of cyber threats, data leakage, intellectual
property protection and export control compliance began to rise, TSCP
established an industry approach to protect sensitive information, an approach
based on interoperable trust mechanisms.
TSCP is the only government and industry partnership that has created an
operational trust framework for secure electronic transmission and sharing of
sensitive information internationally.

What are TSCP’s business
drivers and mission?
TSCP’s business drivers are those requirements that
compelled members to unite for a common purpose. TSCP
members have business needs for:
•

Collaboration. Collaborate and share data in
program and stakeholder environments typically
characterized by fragmented IT systems, tools and
processes. Address specific collaborative needs and
requirements on government programs.

•

Security. Address security gaps when
collaborating and sharing data and mitigate related
risk exposure, particularly related to cyber threats.

•

Costs. Minimize duplicative costs on IT utilities
and infrastructure used for collaboration.

•

Compliance. Comply with government
policies, regulations and standards that impact
secure collaboration across international and
company borders (export control, IT security,
identity verification, data sharing, data access
rights, etc.).

To meet the challenges of these business drivers, TSCP
members have adopted the following mission and vision
statements:

Mission. TSCP is a cooperative forum in which leading
IT system integrators, Aerospace and Defense, Critical
Infrastructure, Financial and Retail and key government
entities and their allies and coalition partners work together
to establish and maintain an open standards-based
framework that can be used to enable secure collaboration
and assured information sharing between parties through
the development of specifications and the enablement of
solutions and services.

Vision. TSCP’s vision is to be the premiere source
for identity and access management specifications and
solutions to promote widespread adoption of secure
collaboration and information sharing in the IT community.

What issues does TSCP address?
Solve Common Challenges. The TSCP community works together to solve
common challenges that impact major programs today by mitigating the IT management
risks related to technical and operational complexity, policy compliance, and cost control
that are inherent in large-scale, collaborative programs that span multiple national
jurisdictions. A key driver has been addressing challenges in the context of export control
regulations of the members’ host countries and the protection of members’ intellectual
property (IP).
TSCP defines and tests vendor-agnostic specifications for collaboration in mission-critical
A&D environments. These specifications enable the industry to implement solutions for:
• Governance of an Identity Trust Framework
• Identity and access management
• Secure information sharing
• Secure credentialing
• Secure document sharing and access to applications
• Cyber security and remediation against cyber threats
• Security for cloud and mobile environments
software requirements derived from the

Accelerate Solution
Development. TSCP’s aim is to

specifications with the world’s largest
IT providers, which motivates them to

accelerate the time it takes from identifying

incorporate compliant software into their

collaborative requirements to deployment

product lines.

of the resulting capability. TSCP has created
specifications that are common and

Government Participation.

reusable among its member base to reduce

For TSCP members, governments play

overall integration complexity, coordination

the roles of partner and customer.

time, and ultimately, collaboration costs.

For Government and international
organizations, partnership in TSCP is

Collaboration with
Customers. TSCP member
companies and organizations each define
their own business and operational
requirements, sitting at the same table with
their customers, peers, partners and subcontractors.
Together, they determine specifications
to achieve common security criteria,
commensurate with the value of the
data they share. In addition, TSCP shares

essential to achieve the goal of secure
federated collaboration, providing input,
acknowledgment and acceptance of TSCP
specifications that is critical to success.
TSCP invites government representatives
to participate as partners to facilitate
the evaluation and vetting of its policies
and specifications within the relevant
government agencies and standards arms.

TSCP MEANS BUSINESS:
$3.2 BILLION
Value of opportunities across
government procurements
as Defense IT aligns to
government which translates
to business.

How does TSCP
address these issues?
TSCP manages working groups that are
dedicated to producing the capabilities
and specifications that have been selected
for development. Each specification goes
through proof-of-concept and pilot testing
prior to being released. Specification
development is scheduled and strictly
managed using conventional program
management methodology. The working
groups are comprised of engineers, subject
matter experts, project managers and
business managers who are contributed as
resources by TSCP member organizations.
Once specifications are released, TSCP
makes them publicly available for widespread
adoption by integrators, service providers
and commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) software
vendors. TSCP is not itself a solution provider
or software vendor.

TSCP MEANS ACTION:
What does TSCP accomplish?
TSCP members address common interoperability challenges they face in the marketplace
related to cyber security and identity and access management. TSCP’s accomplishments,
both past and present, include:
• Offer Operational end-to-end LOA 2 – LOA 4 Trust Framework Bridge Service
• Maintain Business, Technical, Legal and Privacy Policies for the TSCP Trust Framework
• Enabling members to standardize and manage identity access management through
TSCP’s policy based solutions, e.g., supply chain, application service providers
contracts
• Provide feedback on government specifications, e.g., FICAM, FIPS Special Pubs
• Partnering with Universities, Associations and Trust Framework Providers
• Engagement with Standards Bodies to ensure TSCP alignment
• Published Trust Framework Development Guidance (TFDG – NSTIC)
• Published Privacy Paper on the Use of Employer Issued Credentials for Personal
Transactions
• Published Trusted Credentials under a Federation Trust Framework for Adjacent
Markets
• Published Framework for Secure Collaboration
• Published Secure E-mail Specification
• Published Identity Federation (IdFed) Specification
• Published Information Labeling and Handling (ILH) Specification
• Published a Third-Party Assurance Model — “A Legal Framework for Federated
Identity Management” — in Jurimetrics: The Journal of Law, Science, and Technology,
Oct. 2010. The framework served as the basis for three bills related to digital signature
in the Commonwealth of Virginia in Feb. 2011
• Research and Development through Grant Funding, .e.g., Trust Framework, Identity
Federation, Cyber Credentials
• Education on Security and Identity Federation, e.g., webinars, birds of a feather
• Outreach and Awareness to government and Industry, e.g., conferences, workshops
• Expanding TSCP Membership internationally and into adjacent markets, e.g., Critical
Infrastructure, Financial, Retail
• Partnering with NATO and allied partners to leverage TSCP’s Trust Framework and
specifications in operations and major programs
• Drove DoD MOU for Approval of External Public Key Infrastructures (direct bilateral
trust with DoD)
• Drove DoD Memorandum, “Department of Defense Requirements for Accepting NonFederally Issued Identity Credentials.”

Why should you join TSCP?
Your organization can participate and reap the benefits of TSCP’s
accomplishments in two ways: adoption of TSCP standards and/or
TSCP membership.

Benefits of Membership. TSCP members experience
the following benefits:
• Common approaches among participants leverage
investments and maximizes expertise
• Common solutions across all programs facilitate “trusted
information sharing” and result in lower costs
• United industry and government influence on vendor
product directions
• Exercise influence on the selection, prioritization and
development of the TSCP requirements and standards
• Access TSCP specifications prior to publication
• Reduce time and resources related to implementation
because of established interoperability testing processes,
the availability of TSCP’s central lab and expertise, and
documented history of lessons learned
• Participate and interact with government members and have
the opportunity to shape relevant policies
• Participate in working groups to address common business
and legal issues around trust frameworks and cyber
solutions
• Participate in Grant funded opportunities
• Executive insight and thought leadership through white
papers, interviews, and Executive forums
• Collaborate with NATO and Allied partners
• Networking with industry and government peers

Benefits of Adopting the TSCP Trust
Framework and TSCP Specifications. Members
that adopt and implement the TSCP Trust Framework and TSCP
specifications can:
TSCP Trust Framework
• Reduce Risk from cyber threats, Increase Speed to Market,
Assure Identities for Relying Parties, Preemptive Security
Solution, Privacy Protection, Enhance User Experience,
Reduce Operational Costs, Efficiency in Governance and
Single Point of Integration & Policy Enforcement
• Reduce management cost of your supply chain and
application service providers
TSCP Specifications
• Reduce IT costs by standardizing to common interfaces and
processes
• Facilitate compliance with ITAR export control
• Protect company or organization’s IP and employee privacy
data
• Meet and comply with government’s emerging
requirements for identity assurance
• Facilitate collaboration on major government programs
• Reduce training costs by eliminating the need for users
to be trained on unique rules pertaining to each bi-lateral
relationship
• Interoperate and reuse solutions by employing a
standardized approach
• Use standards-based COTS tools minimizing the need for
customized development
• Leverage investments in internal digital identities and
extend their functionality outside of their respective
enterprises

TSCP MEANS INNOVATION:
What will TSCP be working on?
The TSCP executives have tasked the TSCP PMO to address the following issues over the
next two years:
• Federating and Securing the Supply Chain
• Evolving the TSCP Trust Framework into Adjacent Markets
• Data Protection through Classification, Labeling and Tagging
• Data Labeling Implementations and Rights Management
• Security, Data Protection and Enablement for the Cloud
• Access Technology for Collaboration
• Approaches for Privacy Protection and Controls
• Provisioning Application Model and Authorization Standards
• Standards around Identity Governance
• Integration of Mobile Devices into the Enterprise and Federated Infrastructure

TSCP Members, Partners and Associates
International
Governments

• French - The National
Agency for the Security
of Information Systems
(ANSSI)
• Netherlands - National
Aerospace Laboratory
• Netherlands - Royal
Netherlands Embassy
• Netherlands Ministry of
Defence
• Netherlands Ministry of
the Interior and Kingdom
Relations
• UK - Department for Work
and Pensions
• British Embassy
• UK-MoD - CIO Office
• UK-MoD - Log NEC
Programme
• UK-MoD - DE&S ISS
• UK Council for Electronic
Business
• North Atlantic Treaty
Organisation (NATO)
• NATO Consultation,
Command and Control
Agency (NC3A)
• NATO Allied Command
Operations (ACO)
• NATO Consultation

Federal

• DoD - Cybersecurity Policy
(DoD)
• DoD - Defense Information
Systems Agency
• DoD - Defense Manpower
Data Center 0(DMDC)
• DoD - Air Force
• DoD - Army
• DoD - Office of the Under
Secretary (AT&L)
• DoD - National Security
Agency
• DoD - OASD(NII)/DoD CIO
• DoD - Office of the Director
of National Intelligence
• DoD - OSD(AT&L)/DPAP/
PDI
• DoD - OSD/Industrial
Policy
• Department of Homeland
Security (DHS)
• DHS - Science &
Technology

• DHS - United States Secret
Service
• Government Services
Administration (GSA)
• National Aeronautics and
Space Administration
• National Archives and
Records Administration
• United States Postal
Service
• Department of Commerce
- NIST
• Department of Health and
Human Services
• Department of Treasury
• Department of State
• Department of Energy
• Federal Emergency
Management Agency
• Transportation Security
Adminstration
• Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA)
• FAA NextGen
• Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI)
• Whitehouse
• Office of Management and
Budget (OMB)

Aerospace and
Defense IT
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Aerospace and Defence
Industries BAE Systems
Bombardier Aerospace
Cassidian (EADS)
DRS Technologies
EADS/North America
Finmeccanica
General Dynamics
Lockheed Martin
Corporation
Northrop Grumman
Corporation Raytheon
Company
Rolls Royce
The Boeing Company

States

• CO- Colorado Department
of Public Safety
• Colorado State
• Commonwealth Of Virginia
• District of Columbia
- Office of the Chief
Technology Officer

• New Jersey State
• New York - Office of Mental
Health - CIT
• New York State
• NJ Office of Homeland
Security & Preparedness
• PA - Chester County
Department of Emergency
Services
• Pennsylvania State
• Virginia - Veterans Affairs
and Homeland Security
• Virginia- Department of
Motor Vehicle
• Virginia- VITA
• West Virginia State
• WV Homeland Security
and Emergency
Management

Critical Infrastructure
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chevron
Chicago Mercantile
Con Edison
Fidelity
First Energy
George Washington
University
PBF Energy
Rutgers
Verizon
Virginia Power

Associations

• Aerospace Industry
Association - (AIA)
• All Hazards Consortium
(AHC)
• American Association
of Motor Vehicle
Administration (AAMVA)
• American Bar Association
IDM LTF
• NACHA
• National Association of
State Chief Information
--Officers (NASCIO)
• Open Identity Exchange
• Safe BioPharma
• Smartcard Alliance
• Trusted Computing Group
(TCG)

Industry

• ActivIdentity Inc.
• ALCO

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Apple
Axiomatics
Boldon James Limited
Booz Allen
CA Technologies
Centrify
CertiPath LLC
CipherCloud
CISCO
Citrix Systems, Inc.
ClearSwift Ltd
Criterion Systems, Inc.
Deep-Secure Ltd.
Dell
Deloitte & Touche, LLP
Electrosoft Services, Inc.
EMC Corporation
Enterprise Engineering
Services
Fokker
Fugen Solutions
Gemalto North America
Honeywell
HP
IBM
ID/DataWeb
Intercede
Jericho Systems
Corporation
JW Secure, Inc.
LexisNexis
Litmus Logic
McAfee
Microsoft Corporation
Mount Airey Group Inc.
NextLabs Inc.
OASIS
Oberthur Technologies
Oracle
Ping Identity
Pricewaterhouse Coopers
Protiviti
PTC
Quest Software
Quintessence Labs
RealSec Inc.
SafeNet
SAP
SELEX Communications
Smart Logic
Symantec
Syneren Technologies
Corp
Titus
TrendMicro
Wave Systems Corporation
Xceedium Inc.
XTEC

TSCP MEANS TRUST:
Trust Framework for Identity Federation
A trust framework is composed of several elements that, when
all bound together, establish the governance around an identity
federation. As illustrated in this graphic, in the broadest sense, a
trust framework is composed of the participants, their interactions,
their shared infrastructures and governance structure that binds
the federation together to ensure it interoperates according to its
mission or purpose through a common set of requirements.

TSCP has invested years in the development of its trust framework
and federation operation and related infrastructure. Because of the
decoupling and tighter role distinction between the participant
groups (identity and credential providers, attribute providers and
relying parties), individual participants are able to assume the role
or roles that serve their business and offload other functions to other
members.

TSCP TRUST FRAMEWORK
Governance Trust Framework

TSCP
Board of
Directors

FEDERATION INFRASTRUCTURE
TSCP Federation Operator
TSCP Members

Defense IT
Trust
Anchor

Identity
Providers

Federation
Organization
Governance/
Bylaws

Trust
Anchor

Credential
Service
Providers

Attribute
Providers

Relying Parties

PKI
LOA 4

TSCP
Credential/
Attribute
Exchange
Service

Non PKI
LOA 2 - 4

TSCP Bridge
Service
(PKI)

Operational Trust Framework

The TSCP Trust Framework has been used successfully to secure and
manage access to information. The infrastructure that has resulted
from the TSCP member community investment can be leveraged
to secure and manage information across multiple stakeholders
across the community. By engaging other service providers with
a wide-range of technology solutions, TSCP is expanding its Trust
Framework to provide flexibility to its members to effectively
manage risk and cost. As a federation whose members value secure
access, TSCP is in the process of establishing a trust anchor for the
financial services and critical infrastructure adjacent markets to

TSCP Trust
Framework
Provider

Supply Chain
Financial
Services
Critical
Infrastructure
Other
Federation
Organization
Membership
Agreement

establish standards for security, interoperability and privacy.
An operational federation such as TSCP goes a step further. It has
a trust framework, but also interoperability technical specifications
that harmonize Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) from all its
members with an infrastructure that enables the actual exchange of
credentials and secure authentication that follow a set of Common
Operating Rules; there is a bridge and/or exchange hub that sits
between issuers and relying parties who each integrate using a
single interface to the bridge and a single multi-lateral agreement
that flows down to all participants.

Benefits of Identity Federation
under the TSCP Trust Framework
For entities that require secure collaboration or seek to have a diverse set
of users access data they want to protect, identity federation represents
several benefits, which include:
• Reduced Risk. As a result of roles distinction, the Identity Provider
is responsible only for the user’s identity data and to validate for
authentication; Relying Parties no longer need to establish and manage
identities and be at risk for handling a user’s privacy data. The risk is
clearly defined and limited to the roles associated with each party.
• Increased Speed to Market. When operating through an intermediary
model, each party needs only to integrate to the federation operator as
opposed to each party in the association. This enables all parties to more
quickly bring services and applications to market and enables users to
access a broader set of services and applications.
• Assured Identities for Relying Parties. Relying Parties are able to rely
on the validity of the credentials they accept, that they are current, and
that they are associated with identities that have had some degree of
vetting and proofing.
• Standards for Third-Party Identity Providers. Standards are
established for third-party/contract-based identities whose providers
participate in the multi-lateral agreement with the federation operator
rather than executing multiple bi-lateral agreements with each
participant.
• Preemptive Security Solution. Because of the ability to validate
identities and credentials, a federation model represents a preemptive
solution to secure access (letting legitimate people in) as opposed to a
reactive one (keeping the wrong people out).
• Ability to Meet Government Acquisition Requirements. TSCP
standards and processes align with the Federal government identity
and access control, cyber security and export control requirements,
which facilitates participants’ ability to meet government acquisition
requirements.
• Privacy Protection. Only identity data required for authentication is
passed to the Relying Party. Users no longer need to divulge extraneous
data at multiple Relying Party sites, which preserves the integrity and
confidentiality of the user’s personal information.
• Enhanced User Experience. The user needs to maintain fewer accounts
and passwords while being allowed to access multiple resources and
have their personal data protected.
• Reduced Operational Costs. Although the migration to federation
involves up-front costs, in the longer term, it provides reduced
account overhead through simplified password management, better
provisioning and de-provisioning and less integration work associated
with each Relying Party application and multiple Identity Providers as a
result of standard interfaces.
• Efficiency in Governance. Federation participants are able to execute a
single multi-lateral agreement with the federation operator as opposed
to bi-lateral agreements with multiple Identity Providers or Relying
Parties.
• Single Point of Integration & Policy Enforcement. In a federation
model, all participants integrate to the federation operator using
common standards, which also provides a single point for governance
and policy enforcement.

Why TSCP?
The benefits of participation in TSCP to A&D companies
include:
• Participation in Broad Industry Movement. An A&D
company can join other stakeholders that not only have
successfully addressed this market for many years, but
who are now making significant inroads into broad
adoption for information sharing through secure identity
credential exchange.
• Leadership Role in Identity Protection. An A&D
company has the opportunity to establish a leadership
role in an industry effort to establish identity protection
requirements for incorporation into the TSCP Federation
Trust Framework. Under the TSCP Federation, an A&D
company could collaborate with other major players
to establish the de facto standard requirements for the
industry.
• Leveraging Standardized Approach. To service and
attract customers, A&D companies look to secure and
simplify access to their commercial applications; the
issuance and management of credentials, however,
represents a cost with no significant benefits. The TSCP
community has been considering how to leverage the
progress in IAM standardized models in order to offload
duplicative functions and streamline operations. An A&D
company can leverage a strong model derived from
DoD and the A&D community through the TSCP Trust
Framework and Federation.
• Leveraging Work of TSCP Members. TSCP works with
various industry stakeholders to ensure that important
requirements are incorporated into its framework,
e.g., privacy requirements for consumer transactions,
development of credential levels (low, medium, high)
to accommodate various transaction types, etc. An
A&D company can leverage years of work towards
standardized credentials and interoperable access
management already performed by TSCP members.
• Government Participation. Government
representatives from key agencies participate in TSCP.
For TSCP Members, governments play the roles of
partner, customer and regulator. As policy makers and
regulators, it is in TSCP’s interest to positively shape
those policies and regulations related to identity
and collaboration in favor of TSCP’s positions and to
convince governments to acknowledge and adopt its
specifications.
• Power of One Voice. TSCP is comprised of many
major stakeholders as well as thousands of supply
chain companies representing hundreds of thousands
of end users. This considerable base of stakeholders
commands strong influence in the marketplace both in
terms of establishing de facto standards and influencing
technology product roadmaps.

How do TSCP members participate and contribute?
Members participate via committees, working groups, special interest groups, events
and by contributing to projects and publications.

Committees and Working Groups
Cross Credential Cyber Working Group (C3WG).

•

The C3WG is responsible for the development, management, and evolution
of TSCP’s Trust Framework Credential Common Operating Rules, Standard
Operating Procedures and reviewing and recommending approval of Common
Operating Rules (COR), Standard Operating Procedures (SOR) and TSCP’s
Approved Product List (APL).

Government Alignment Committee. Provides a forum for those

•

members of the corporation that are, or represent, government entities to
exchange information concerning issues related to the harmonization of national
activities as they impact the direction of the corporation. The Government
Alignment Committee shall be open to Government and Platinum members.
Evaluates policies that relate to TSCP’s work and objectives to identify and
address gaps between policy requirements and commercial solutions.

Working Groups.

•

•

•

Information Handling and Labeling (ILH) Working Groups. Responsible for

Outreach and Marketing
Councils. Develop and produce
whitepapers and position papers on the
adoption of TSCP specifications.

TSCP Member Business Weeks.
Quarterly events at which TSCP members
convene to attend working sessions (below),
discuss business opportunities and listen
to the “voice of the customer” through
presentations.

TSCP Member Working
Sessions. Quarterly meetings of the TSCP
committees, working groups and project
members.

understanding new government regulations for Unclassified Controlled

TSCP TrustPoints E-Magazine.

Technical Information that affect programs and supply-chain.

Quarterly publication that provides members
the opportunity to publish feature articles,
strategic leadership papers and to advertise
their companies and products. Each
quarterly issue reaches approximately 11,000
subscribers.

Legal and Policy Working Groups. Responsible for defining policy
requirements and developing and maintaining Trust Framework agreements.

•

Events & Publications

Export Control Working Group (ECWG). Responsible for ITAR and any TSCP
specification in which export requirements must be better understood.

Special Interest Groups

Conferences and Exhibits.

Special Interest Groups are ad hoc groups that can be initiated by any member who

Annual events that provide members
the opportunity to present as keynotes,
session speakers, panel participants and
to exhibit solutions that demonstrate TSCP
specifications in production, as well as future
capabilities and innovative concepts.

wishes to explore or discuss a new topic of interest. A Special Interest Group has the
prerogative of developing a work product and also has the option of starting a working
group.

Specification Development Project Participation
TSCP members work on defining requirements, development of specifications,
prototyping TSCP solutions, integration of members’ solutions in the TSCP lab for
demonstration and production and configuration and documentation of all phases.
There are approximately 100 engineers who work on TSCP work streams on a regular
basis.

Other Participation Opportunities
•

Grants. From time to time, TSCP pursues grant, research and development
opportunities. When applicable, members are eligible to contribute to these
pursuits and participate in the project or program, if awarded to TSCP.

TSCP Annual Member Event
Udvar-Hazy Center

TSCP Strategic Plan
Implementation of TSCP’s strategy is the responsibility of the

specifications and capabilities and serves as the accountability link

Governance Board under the leadership of the TSCP Chairman. The

between organizational and program governance. The TSCP Director

Governance Board serves as the decision-making body for TSCP.

is the link between the Governance Board and the program and has

Members include primarily large defense integrator companies and

accountability for ensuring that the three-year tactical plan flows from

governments in the U.S. and Europe. During the formative stages

the strategic plan and ensures that funding is available to execute on

of the organization, TSCP put into place processes and procedures

the annual objectives. The Governance Board, in turn, reviews and

as required to advance its objectives and related tasks. The TSCP

approves the tactical plan and all work products and receives regular

Governance Board has produced this strategy document that

progress reports from the TSCP Director.

captures TSCP’s goals and objectives, as well as the governance that
will be imposed to execute on the strategy.

The strategy lays out what must be done to achieve TSCP’s mission
and vision. The sections that follow present each of TSCP’s strategic

The TSCP Director leads and manages the activities of the work

goals and objectives. TSCP’s strategic goals, derived from its mission

groups dedicated to developing, defining and maintaining the

and vision, are summarized as follows:

Strategic Goal 1:

Strategic Goal 3:

Strategic Goal 5:

Strategic Plan Alignment.

Governance for Trust Frameworks.

Specifications Development.

Align TSCP activities to the IT strategic

Establish governance for identity and

Develop a set of interoperable

plans of its members (companies and

access through trust frameworks to

specifications and solutions that enables

governments) by converging on a common

facilitate secure collaboration information

re-use in a cost effective manner across

approach that supports their transformed

sharing across TSCP companies and their

multiple programs.

IT infrastructures.

supply chain.

Strategic Goal 2:

Strategic Goal 4:

Strategic Goal 6:

Federation Enablement.

Cloud and Mobile Enablement.

TSCP Specifications Adoption.

Enable identity and access federation

Extend federated identity and access

Promote the adoption of TSCP capabilities

to facilitate global secure collaboration

management into the cloud and extend

and specifications across operational

information sharing across governments,

secure authentication and access control

environments.

industry and the public.

into the mobile environment.

CONTACT INFORMATION
Keith Ward
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Phone: 703-760-7897
E-Mail: Keith.Ward@tscp.org

